
U-2, NOT U AS WELL —

Why are U-2 jet pilots wearing Garmin satellite navigation
smartwatches?
They're useful flight- and pilot-monitoring tools, says the Air Force.

ERIC TEGLER - 3/13/2020, 5:15 PM
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Statistical / Ars Tribunus Angusticlavius 4 HOURS AGO

QuantifiableQuoll wrote:
Why don't they retrofit the Dragon Lady with anti-jam GPS receivers instead of relying on a backup Nav system on a constellation controlled by the
Russians?

Money.

The Garmin smartwatch is a $1,000 off the shelf solution. Buy it, put it on pilot's wrist, and come up with some policies and training to ensure it is never
linked to an app. Some bespoke retrofit of the airframe is going to be in the millions.

Last edited by Statistical on Fri Mar 13, 2020 2:34 pm

gavron / Ars Praetorian 4 HOURS AGO

I own a D2 (Bravo, not Charlie) and lust after the Delta and Echo, but you absolutely DO NOT have to EVER sync it up to e.g Garmin Connect. The watch is a
great BACKUP device and I wouldn't rely on it as a primary nav device except in a failure of the primary systems.

The reason for that is that -- like any watch -- it has an orientation (face on one side of your wrist) and as you use your hands to manipulate the controls
the watch face may not be easily visible. As I fly helicopters both hands are working at all times, and the left one isn't even visible half the time.

None of them transmit unless you actively enable sync. They don't transmit LOCATION INFO at all. The range of the transceiver is like any other low-
energy bluetooth - less than 160ft (spec) and realistically around 10-15 feet.

If you have a spare $1300 and want to impress your friends, get the D2-E. If you want a real backup nav get a real backup nav. The Garmin GTN-750 is only
$15K. 

Ehud Gavron
FAA CPL-H
Tucson AZ

Dilbert / Ars Legatus Legionis 4 HOURS AGO

Interesting. In general aviation the cockpit is typically Garmin (Garmin G1000). Backup is an iPad running an app called Foreflight, with an ADS-B
receiver/attitude/GPS all in one gizmo (google Stratux) connected to the iPad over WiFi.

QuantifiableQuoll / Smack-Fu Master, in training 4 HOURS AGO

Statistical wrote:
QuantifiableQuoll wrote:
Why don't they retrofit the Dragon Lady with anti-jam GPS receivers instead of relying on a backup Nav system on a constellation controlled by the
Russians?

Money.

The Garmin smartwatch is a $500 off the shelf solution. Some custom bespoke retrofit of the airframe is going to be in the millions.

Fair, but this is the Air Force we're talking about. Blowing tons of money on retrofits is a huge part of what they do (see the B-52).

Plus I don't see how the watch is really much of a solution at all. If the pilot is operating in a GPS denied environment, there's a very high chance that if
GLONASS is available, it's no longer reporting accurate position anymore.

Statistical / Ars Tribunus Angusticlavius 4 HOURS AGO

QuantifiableQuoll wrote:
show nested quotes

Fair, but this is the Air Force we're talking about. Blowing tons of money on retrofits is a huge part of what they do (see the B-52).

Plus I don't see how the watch is really much of a solution at all. If the pilot is operating in a GPS denied environment, there's a very high chance that if
GLONASS is available, it's no longer reporting accurate position anymore.

Why is there a very high chance of that outside of Russia? The good news is for $1,200 the new watch D2 Delta they would gain access to Galileo as well.
In a couple years there will probably be a newer <$600 smartwatches which supports all four GNSS. It is a significant capability for negligible cost.

Yes the AF spends a lot of money but some budgets are larger and considered more important than others. A new whiziwig for the B-52 will go into many
aircraft. It is a lot harder to push for expensive upgrades on a niche aircraft like this especially one the AF would like to retire (but Congress won't let
them).

Last edited by Statistical on Fri Mar 13, 2020 3:00 pm

QuantifiableQuoll / Smack-Fu Master, in training 4 HOURS AGO

Statistical wrote:
show nested quotes

Why is there a very high chance of that outside of Russia? The good news is for a $600 new watch D2 Delta they would gain access to Galileo as well.

Yes the AF spends a lot of money but some budgets are larger and considered more important than others. A new whiziwig for the B-52 will go into
many aircraft. It is a lot harder to push for expensive upgrades on a niche aircraft like this especially one the AF would like to retire (but Congress
won't let them).

I see your point on the relative priorities of the AF.

As to your question about chances, see the following:
https://www.c4reports.org/aboveusonlystars
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/6146 ... -shanghai/

Nav spoofing is becoming the hot new thing because it's cheap and effective.

ColdWetDog / Ars Tribunus Militum / et Subscriptor 4 HOURS AGO

vvanders wrote:
I have a fenix 6S which is the same-ish platform the D2 is based on and it's by far the best spiritual successor to Pebble but with a *ton* of telemetry.

The pulse ox is particularly nice since one of the signs of pneumonia is pulse ox below 90%. They're pretty awesome watches and have a ton of good
mapping/nav features as well.

Did they fix the pulse ox? I have a 5S which is great - except for the pulse ox which is pretty spotty.

barrattm / Ars Praetorian 4 HOURS AGO

Voyna i Mor wrote:
hestermofet wrote:

Urist wrote:
Long Time Lurker wrote:
Even back in the '80s, when I worked in the office that procured the clocks and watches for the Air Force, we bought commercial wristwatches
for pilots. It's not a new thing.

In the '80s, watches didn't track you 24/7 and phone home to company servers. Nobody is expecting the Air Force to manufacture watches, but
putting a proprietary, internet connected device in the cockpit of a U2 spyplane is a little perplexing.

I hear the fees for the Internet at 70000 ft are practically astronomic.

No, merely stratospheric.

Well, they’re certainly sky high...

afward / Ars Scholae Palatinae 3 HOURS AGO

Dilbert wrote:
Interesting. In modern general aviation the cockpit is typically Garmin (Garmin G1000). Backup is an iPad running an app called Foreflight, with an
ADS-B receiver/attitude/GPS all in one gizmo (google Stratux) connected to the iPad over WiFi.

FTFY in bold... My bird is decidedly devoid of Garmin products (for now; the GPS 175 is mighty tempting). She's also from the era before screens in the
panel were a thing, so there's that...

adgriff2 / Wise, Aged Ars Veteran / et Subscriptor 3 HOURS AGO

While both GPS and GLONASS are receive-only, one could imagine GPS being jammed and GLONASS being altered to display a slightly incorrect position.
(just a few km off) This could cause planes trying to fly near hostile, sovereign airspace to stray into said airspace and cause an incident.

One would assume if the watch was using both GLONASS and Galileo (and they agreed) that it's a reliable backup as the General suggested. But having a
single, untrustworthy backup may be worse than no backup at all.

ldominic / Smack-Fu Master, in training NEW POSTER 3 HOURS AGO

mmiller7 wrote:
I do have to wonder how they're managing to let them up in those jets -- I have to assume they are supposedly secure (tho I admit, I'm not familiar with
whatever they do up there)...I see the Garmin specs say they include Bluetooth connectivity, which makes it a no-no in any facility I've ever visited.

Presumably it has a flight mode...?

afward / Ars Scholae Palatinae 3 HOURS AGO

ldominic wrote:
mmiller7 wrote:
I do have to wonder how they're managing to let them up in those jets -- I have to assume they are supposedly secure (tho I admit, I'm not familiar
with whatever they do up there)...I see the Garmin specs say they include Bluetooth connectivity, which makes it a no-no in any facility I've ever
visited.

Presumably it has a flight mode...?

It's an aviation-specific smartwatch, marketed to civilian pilots. It doesn't have its own Internet connectivity, instead relying on BT or WiFi connectivity. It
doesn't need an airplane mode as it was designed from the beginning to be used in an aircraft by the pilot while in flight.

stine / Ars Scholae Palatinae 2 HOURS AGO

Voyna i Mor wrote:
show nested quotes

I guess you think that when the Allies invaded Germany they shouldn't have used covertly acquired German maps.

GPS and its analogs are receive-only on the client side. Are you really suggesting that Russia is tracking anything using Glonass?

No, I'm simply suggesting that if you rely on another country's GPS, you're at their mercy.

I think monitoring GLONASS would provide early warning of any major operation if, presumably, some of their commander still own wrist watches.

My question was based on the same thinking that smart sailors have to use when the US military announces a GPS outage, like they did in this Gizmodo
reported article here and subsquently cancelled in this AOPA bulletin here.

I believe that all of the GPS systems are broadcast-only, and therefore you can only determine which one, if any, is being used by being in close proximity
to the receiver (possibly actually holding it in your hand or wearing it strapped to your wrist) just as the state police in some jursdictions use radar
detector detectors. They're scanning for the signals generated by the detector itself. I just thinks its extremely naive to think that they wouldn't use any
tool at their disposal to interfere with the pilots of those aircraft, regardless of the impact on themselves or anyone else. I do think that if they did that
often enough, no one would trust it for time/position data any more.

I just don't know if I'm cynical enough.

Frennzy / Ars Legatus Legionis / et Subscriptor 2 HOURS AGO

mmiller7 wrote:
Meanwhile, down here on the ground, we still can't have a simple fitness tracker band that they'll approve to wear in secure buildings because OMG
the bluetooth might leak how many times you pace up and down the hallway waiting for your toaster-pastry.

I do have to wonder how they're managing to let them up in those jets -- I have to assume they are supposedly secure (tho I admit, I'm not familiar with
whatever they do up there)...I see the Garmin specs say they include Bluetooth connectivity, which makes it a no-no in any facility I've ever visited.

If you can find me a bluetooth receiver that can snoop a watch at 60,000 feet and moving rapidly, I'll try to test how secure the watches are.

stine / Ars Scholae Palatinae 2 HOURS AGO

afward wrote:
show nested quotes

Actually, cell networks are close to useless at a mere 10th that altitude (try it in a light plane sometime, you won't enjoy the phone's performance). At
70k feet, the cell networks might as well not exist for devices of that size. A U-2 won't have WiFI connectivity to the Internet, so truly this device is no
threat over hostile territory. As long as nobody lets the device get on open WiFi or pairs it to an Internet-connects BT host, there's no way for the device
to talk to anything on the Internet.

Depending on the flight path, I'm sure an Iridium satellite phone would perform just fine.

Frennzy / Ars Legatus Legionis / et Subscriptor 2 HOURS AGO

mmiller7 wrote:
Meanwhile, down here on the ground, we still can't have a simple fitness tracker band that they'll approve to wear in secure buildings because OMG
the bluetooth might leak how many times you pace up and down the hallway waiting for your toaster-pastry.

I do have to wonder how they're managing to let them up in those jets -- I have to assume they are supposedly secure (tho I admit, I'm not familiar with
whatever they do up there)...I see the Garmin specs say they include Bluetooth connectivity, which makes it a no-no in any facility I've ever visited.

If you can find me a bluetooth receiver that can snoop a watch at 60,000 feet and moving rapidly, I'll try to test how secure the watches are.

Frennzy / Ars Legatus Legionis / et Subscriptor 2 HOURS AGO

Quote:
I believe that all of the GPS systems are broadcast-only, and therefore you can only determine which one, if any, is being used by being in close
proximity to the receiver (possibly actually holding it in your hand or wearing it strapped to your wrist) just as the state police in some jursdictions use
radar detector detectors. They're scanning for the signals generated by the detector itself. I just thinks its extremely naive to think that they wouldn't
use any tool at their disposal to interfere with the pilots of those aircraft, regardless of the impact on themselves or anyone else. I do think that if they
did that often enough, no one would trust it for time/position data any more.

You can jam GPS, but you can't reliably spoof location via legitimate GPS. You can overwhelm satellite signaling with locally broadcast information, ala
what Iran claims to have done to that drone. 

This is exactly why we have backup systems...like inertial navigation.

bosephous / Seniorius Lurkius / et Subscriptor 2 HOURS AGO

Frennzy wrote:
You can jam GPS, but you can't reliably spoof location via legitimate GPS. You can overwhelm satellite signaling with locally broadcast information, ala
what Iran claims to have done to that drone. 

This is exactly why we have backup systems...like inertial navigation.

And celestial. Just can't run as close to hostile borders on either of those options.

IllegitimateLobsterParty / Seniorius Lurkius 2 HOURS AGO

Sarty wrote:
Niche customer with need for tiny buy of important hardware carefully evaluates mass-market consumer solution and, finding that it meets the need,
solves the problem quickly and at a minimum of expense.

Nice story. I bet it happens more than we think, and I wish it happened even more than that.

It's actually an interesting turn around from how it use to be. Previously military (and space) research then eventually trickled down to consumers but
now with miniaturized sensors, processors and form factors we see the reverse happening. Consumer devices are often being re-purposed for military
usage which is pretty interesting when you think about the ramifications where the military is buying off the shelf parts and equipment to maintain states
of readiness. 

On one hand it's great because it improves their supply chain and logistics costs. On the other hand, it means that every Joe Schmoe with some money
can potentially have the same level of equipment the military uses to search for vulnerabilities and understand and potentially field similar capabilities.
This is why you see nations like Iran or non-state actors (Hezbollah, ISIS) embracing 'cyber' warfare and fielding drones which while not necessarily on par
with American or Western prowess, it's pretty robust compared to being able to field an army of tanks or fighter jets.

Coupled with things like poor operational security on these consumer devices (remember Russian troops on 'vacation' in the Ukraine through social
media posts and tracking Cellular network roaming?) and supply chain malfeasance it makes for wild times indeed.

Dilbert / Ars Legatus Legionis 2 HOURS AGO

afward wrote:
ldominic wrote:

mmiller7 wrote:
I do have to wonder how they're managing to let them up in those jets -- I have to assume they are supposedly secure (tho I admit, I'm not
familiar with whatever they do up there)...I see the Garmin specs say they include Bluetooth connectivity, which makes it a no-no in any facility
I've ever visited.

Presumably it has a flight mode...?

It's an aviation-specific smartwatch, marketed to civilian pilots. It doesn't have its own Internet connectivity, instead relying on BT or WiFi connectivity. It
doesn't need an airplane mode as it was designed from the beginning to be used in an aircraft by the pilot while in flight.

There's more to it. These ad-hoc devices are used on part 91 and part 135 flights. Those numbers refer to FAA regulations. If part 91 pilot in command
(PIC) says the devices are okay to use in flight then they are okay to use in flight. PIC is the final authority, like a captain on a ship. Part 121 is airlines and
that's a lot more stringent. Also part of the reason why it is a lot safer.  Airlines have accident rates of 0.0005 per 100,000 hours, while part 135 has
about 0.3/100,000 and part 91 (private pilots) have about 1/100,000. If the latter were the rate of airline crashes we'd have one airline crash about every 5
days. 

redtomato / Ars Tribunus Militum AN HOUR AGO

Noob here. How does one set GPS waypoints and navigation and other advanced functions on a watch? Specifically while flying a plane ie doing other
things with your hands so as not to fall out of the sky?

Jonathan M. Gitlin / Automotive Editor ARS STAFF 32 MINUTES AGO

redtomato wrote:
Noob here. How does one set GPS waypoints and navigation and other advanced functions on a watch? Specifically while flying a plane ie doing other
things with your hands so as not to fall out of the sky?

I’m pretty sure you’d program all of that before you took off. Perhaps not?

gavron / Ars Praetorian 30 MINUTES AGO

Dilbert wrote:
Interesting. In general aviation the cockpit is typically Garmin (Garmin G1000). Backup is an iPad running an app called Foreflight, with an ADS-B
receiver/attitude/GPS all in one gizmo (google Stratux) connected to the iPad over WiFi.

This has been the subject of much discussion. When you "attach" something to an aircraft do you need to get a Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) for
it... some people say that if it's not "permanently affixed" the answer is no, and others say "if you attach it" then the answer is yes. The FAA has ruled that
for ADS-B out portable units are NOT allowed. See e.g. https://www.faa.gov/nextgen/equipadsb/resources/faq/#q8 They have not ruled on ADS-B in, GPS,
Foreflight on an iPad with GPS built in, or one linked to a phone with LBS.

Overall if you're operating a device that starts at $50-$80K (old Cessna/Piper) to $250-$600K (old helicopter) to $2-20Million (how much does a U-2 go for
on eBay nowadays) you'd be expected to pony up for certificated devices. Another $15K for a certificated receiver isn't that much... particularly since
you're spending our taxpayer funds, not anyone's retirement. (F-22 $334 million, F-35 122 million... what's another $15K...)

Note: The G1000 (or G1000h for us rotor guys) is not an option in a U-2. They do have other glass cockpits:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XBK0CP509UY

Ehud Gavron
FAA CPL-H
Tucson AZ

SHOW EMBEDS

Grayleaf / Seniorius Lurkius 28 MINUTES AGO

Maybe they can get a Bluetooth sync with the space station ;-). It’s only 1,271,120 feet away at 70,000 feet.

Last edited by Grayleaf on Fri Mar 13, 2020 5:37 pm

Dilbert / Ars Legatus Legionis 28 MINUTES AGO

redtomato wrote:
Noob here. How does one set GPS waypoints and navigation and other advanced functions on a watch? Specifically while flying a plane ie doing other
things with your hands so as not to fall out of the sky?

Good pilots prepare a flight plan ahead of the flight, taking into account: terrain, weather, fuel requirements, runway lengths, airspace, alternate airfields,
emergency landing airfields, prominent ground references.... then they come up with waypoints and altitudes, calculate headings, correct the headings
for wind, and load it all into their FMS (flight management system) prior to flight.

Idiot pilots fiddle with their gadgets en-route and while heads down and distracted encounter unexpected instrument meteorological conditions or stray
into controlled airspace or worse yet hit something. Many incidents and accidents were contributed to cockpit distractions.

gavron / Ars Praetorian 21 MINUTES AGO

Dilbert wrote:
show nested quotes

Good pilots prepare a flight plan ahead of the flight, taking into account: terrain, weather, fuel requirements, runway lengths, airspace, alternate
airfields, emergency landing airfields, prominent ground references.... then they come up with waypoints and altitudes, calculate headings, correct the
headings for wind, and load it all into their FMS (flight management system) prior to flight.

Idiot pilots fiddle with their gadgets en-route and while heads down and distracted encounter unexpected instrument meteorological conditions or
stray into controlled airspace or worse yet hit something. Many incidents and accidents were contributed to cockpit distractions.

^^^That.

You upload your waypoints ahead of time. You have a kneeboard as a backup with alternate landing sites, runways, lengths, directions, and comm
frequencies. If you have to "fiddle" (great word!) with your watch while piloting after already having lost primary nav gear... you are several thousand feet
out of your depth -- in height.

Ehud Gavron
FAA CPL-H
Tucson AZ
P.S. I don't fly fixed-wing aircraft, so if something I say doesn't fit that narrative, I would appreciate a correction 
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Earlier this month, US Air Force General James M. "Mike" Holmes acknowledged what many in the
defense community and defense media already knew. Pilots of the venerable and iconic Lockheed U-2
Dragon Lady high altitude reconnaissance jet wear GPS-enabled Garmin smartwatches for navigation
backup. General Holmes, who leads the Air Force's Air Combat Command (ACC), was responding to a
question about military communications system vulnerabilities at a conference in Washington, DC. And he opined that the Air Force should be able to
use the wide variety of commercial communications paths available.

"My U-2 guys fly with a watch now that ties into GPS but also BeiDou and the Russian system and European system... so if someone jams GPS they
still get the others," Holmes said.

Indeed, U-2 pilots from the 99  Reconnaissance Squadron at Beale Air Force Base in Northern California have been flying with Garmin's D2 Charlie
smartwatches since late 2017, when the squadron acquired 100 of the watches, according to Garmin spokesperson Jessica Koss.

Though the tech media picked up Gen. Holmes' comments, he was mistaken in saying that the watches can receive European Galileo and Chinese
BeiDou satellite positioning signals. Air Combat Command tells Ars that the watches cannot receive BeiDou signals, and Garmin confirms that they
can't pick up Galileo signals, either.  The D2 Charlie can only receive GPS and Russian GLONASS position signals.

While the watches can't get information from these other systems, ACC does acknowledge that they are "capable of receiving multiple navigation
signals including GPS and GLONASS." We're not exactly sure what the other nav signals might be, but the D2 Charlie isn't just a backup navigation
device for U-2 pilots. It has other uses.

The Dragon Lady's timepiece

Garmin released the rechargeable D2 Charlie in July of 2017. It's a big, chunky aviator smartwatch (51x17.5mm diameter case, 95g weight) that
certainly feels like a tool on your wrist.

In that sense, it harks back to the origins of the wristwatch. After all, among the first wristwatch users were World War I pilots who fabricated straps
for pocket watches that they then placed on their wrists over their cumbersome flying suits. Thanks to the U-2's service ceiling of over 80,000 feet, its
pilots have to wear pressure suits in the event of a cockpit pressurization failure. They, too, presumably wear the D2 Charlie over their apparel or
mount it in the cockpit.

The watch is conspicuous, particularly if you have its full-color dynamic moving map, GPS navigation, or NEXRAD weather displayed. GPS-specific
features include track, distance to the next waypoint, estimated time en-route, and direct-to course to any waypoint in your flight plan. The D2 also
has the connectivity you expect from a smartwatch—text/email notifications and accelerometer-enabled biometric capabilities including heart rate,
fitness tracking, activity profiles, and more. (It has also since been superseded by the D2 Delta, which adds a pulse oximeter for oxygen level
awareness, among other improvements.)

Brian Plank, Garmin's Team X software lead, says that the D2's default navigation mode continuously compares American and Russian satellite
position data. "The watch is always correlating the two signals and trying to give you the best fix. If GPS goes away, the GLONASS fix will be used,"
Plank told us.

That's why U-2 pilots could find it useful in GPS-denied (jammed) environments or when the Dragon Lady's own avionics fail or are targeted by
electronic warfare systems. Notably, the watch does not broadcast any signal itself, so it's relatively secure as long as it's not paired with a
communication device like a phone or avionics. And Plank says Garmin designed the D2's operating system entirely in-house; the same goes for the
mobile apps and cyber security logic it uses.

If you're interested in industrial control, you might take note of the fact that D2s are built in Garmin's
Taiwan factories and that its GPS/GLONASS receiver is sourced from Taiwan-based MediaTek, which
provides chip-sets for a big swath of the smartphone/tablet market. A cyber exploit that allowed actors
to access device apps and private data via MediaTek chips recently made news, but Garmin says the
affected chips are not part of the D2 Charlie's internals.

Navigating other functions

The D2's broader smartwatch capabilities were quickly recognized by the 99  RS as useful accessories in facilitating unclassified communication,
monitoring flight profiles, and checking pilot physiological performance.

In late 2017, Lieutenant Colonel Matt Nussbaum, then commander of the 99th, told Defense News that his squadron had, on its own initiative,
acquired tablets with navigation and datalink software as well as D2 Charlies. He pointed out that while contemporary U-2s have highly advanced
sensors and datalinks, their secure architecture makes non-classified communication cumbersome.

"It's very well equipped for a classified combat environment, it's not well equipped to send a note to our recovery team's cell phone," he said. "So I can
send lots and lots of data off our sensors, but I can't ring up someone's cellphone on the plane, and with this technology I can do that."

It's likely that Lt. Col. Nussbaum was talking about pairing the watches and tablets with pilots' cellphones or other devices. The presence of other
devices inside the U-2 cockpit may explain ACC's contention that the D2s can receive "multiple navigation signals" including GPS/GLONASS. Ars asked
both ACC and the 9  Reconnaissance Wing at Beale AFB specifically about these and other capabilities, but they declined to comment.

Lt. Col. Nussbaum also told Defense News that the squadron intended to collect flight profile and pilot physiological data from the watches. (How this
works if the watches are worn on top of a pressure suit is not entirely clear.) The data would be translated to a military format to be downloaded for
instruction and administrative purposes.

Garmin's software lead says that flight activity and health data can be downloaded directly from the D2, although sharing it with the company's
Garmin-Connect mobile app yields deeper, trend-related data and insights. The 9  Reconnaissance Wing wouldn't comment on how the data is used
or if the practice continues, but it's improbable, if not implausible, that the squadron does use the app.

If the benefits of the D2 as a navigational backup, communications aid, and ancillary data collector make sense to the U-2 community, it's reasonable
to assume that they'd appeal to other Air Force aircraft communities. To the question of whether other USAF squadrons/units have acquired
smartwatches for similar purposes, Air Combat Command and Air Force Special Operations Command had no answer.

But given that the Navy formally acquired Garmin Fenix 3 smartwatches for its F/A-18 Hornet pilots in 2017 and that, in 2018, a Navy EA-18G Growler
crew used a Garmin smartwatch to navigate back to base when its canopy iced-over and its avionics stopped working, it's very likely that individual Air
Force aircrews are wearing smartwatches of their own.

Listing image by U.S. Air Force photo/Staff Sgt. Robert M. Trujillo

 USAF

The current model U-2S aircraft features an all-glass digital cockpit, improved sensors, and propulsion systems. But

its pilots still wear backup GPS/GLONASS-enabled watches, just in case. The Garmin D2 Charlie pilot's smartwatch.
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